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bose lifestyle 38 series iii manual
Learn more or change settings here. Just type your request belowQuick tip Try searching for just
one or two words e.g., connection help. No part of this work may be reproduced, modified,
distributed or otherwise used without prior written permission. Confidential Unpublished Works.
SACD An abbreviation for Super Audio Compact Disc, which is used for highresolution digital audio
stored on a CDsized disc.It involves use of the media center and a simple 3step procedure for storing
your music. Note Your system is designed to store the tracks of regular CDs only. It will not store
MP3 tracks or the contents of DVDs. As a further benefit, Bose issues update discs to keep the music
databases current. So even your newest CD acquisitions will have this information available. Simply
press any button. There is no need to aim the remote at the media center. Power and mute Turns the
system on and off. Selects the source last used. Mutes the volume for all connected speakers main
and in other rooms. Library Enters or exits the Settings menu for the current source. Enters the
main menu of a cable or satellite box. Skip backward or forward to the next CD track, DVD chapter,
radio preset NOT to stored music preset, or to TV channel. Chapter Preset Track. The media center
The disc tray and system controls are located under the front panel door of the media center. Shows
when the track or disc playing is set to repeat. Repeat Disc Shows when a disc in the disc tray is
playing. Track Shows when a track is playing. With the media center turned off, use the controls on
its front panel to follow these steps Press and hold the Enter button on the media center. This turns
the system on and selects the source at the same time. Most of these adjust ments can be made as
you press the up and down arrows on the remote and press Enter to select from options that appear
on the media center display.http://fanta-life.com/userfiles/commander-sk-instruction-manual.xml
bose lifestyle 38 series iii manual, bose lifestyle 28 series iii manual, bose lifestyle 38
series iii manual pdf, bose lifestyle 38 series iii manual download, bose lifestyle 38
series iii manual review, bose lifestyle 38 series iii manual free.
When you hear a track that is inappropriate for the selected preset, choose this minus rating to
lessen your chance of hearing the track again.Press O and select Stored OD, Track Action, Delete
System Track from the menu.Notice theres noidentifiable o rdertowhatplays n
otbyCDsthatwerestored first,norby common artistor genre. I tsmorelikeafreewheeling stream
oftracksyoumayor maynot haveheard recently. 4. WhileinStored source, p ressing a numbered b
utton from2 to 9 moves intoa different preset. T hemusicplaying willchange when thathappens. Note
You can give each preset a name, up to 8 letters long, for the person or reason for using it. How to
completely clear the Playlist To use the Playlist again, for a different purpose, you may want to
remove all the tracks listed there now. Note Not all DVDs offer the same features. For example, you
can choose subtitles only if the disc provides subtitle information. This also turns the system on if it
is off.This tunes to the FM or AM station that was last selected. Changing stations If you want. The
removal is then complete. To reassign a preset to a different station. You can also designate one of
these compo nents as the video tuner channel selector for all, to further simplify operation.Figure 9
TVbrand selection Choose the device code. By following the instructions below, you can set the
remote to control one or the other, but not both. If you have both a VCR and a DVR, setting your
remote to control the DVR will provide more control options. Turn on the TV and be sure to select
the Video Input on the TV for the media center.For example, you may want to hear some or all of the
system speakers playing, or boost the center channel volume slightly. For this purpose, each audio
source you use with this system has its own Settings menu, with features appropriate to that source.
You can adjust the settings differently for each. Two of the attributes below are available only when

the tuner is set to FM.http://www.stevis.cz/files/commander-t7208-manual.xml
Default Setting; or AM Features Options Effect of this Setting. Select Stored as the source. Stored
Default Setting; Effect of this Setting Features Options uMusic Preset 1 or last selected Varies with
selection of a different preset 1 through 9, number, using the remote control. Three attributes
shown in italic type below appear in the DVD menu only if you have set Audio Processing to User
Adjustable in the Audio options of the System menu. There are no separate settings menus for these
sources. Four attributes shown in italic type below appear in the TV menu only if you have set Audio
Processing to User Adjustable in the Videooptions of the System menu. If your system operates as
you want it to, there may be no need for any changes. In some cases, however, changes are required
to make the system fully compatible with the installation options you have chosen. Move right to see
a preview of Stored CD features. Press the down button to move into an active display of
submenus.Track no default; specific to the CD Selection of this item brings up an editing screen.
May require pressing Enter t o see the options. Track Action Edit Selection of this item brings up an
editing screen. Move to a character and press Enter. Move to the next character and press Enter. To
place a space between words Spaces appear to the right of the last character in the text line. Move
to Space bar and press Enter. Move right to see a preview of video features. Press the down button
to move into an active display of submenus. Figure Important Note DO NOT change settings for Com
Videopreview ponent video or Progressive scan in the System menu. Move right to see a preview of
media center features. Press the clown button to move into an active display of submenus. Figure
Media Center preview Default Settings;. Move right to see a preview of remote control. Figure
Remote Control preview Default Settings;. Move right to see a preview of DVD Lock features. Figure
22 DVD Lock Menu Default Setting;.
However, the switches inside the remote battery case may be changed as needed, too. Additional
remotes for use in other rooms may need their switches changed, too.See the address and phone
number list included with your system. See your product registration card for details. Please be sure
to fill out the information section on the card and mail it to Bose. If your license terminates, you
agree to cease any and all use of the Technology or Data. Bose, its vendors and licensors reserve all
rights in the Technology, including all ownership rights. You agree that the vendors and licensors of
Bose may enforce their rights under this Agreement directly in their own name. If you have an older
legacy product to use with the remote, refer to “Using other products for expansion”. Select a
different source by pressing and moving up or down on the display to highlight the preferred source.
Then press in on the center bar to confirm your selection. Skip to the beginning of Press this track.
Or, tip down on the center bar Skip to the beginning of Press twice.While listening to the Stored
source, press the right arrow button to see the library search screen Figure 6 Figure 6 Music
Library. By assigning a preset number to the stations you like most, you can get to them quickly and
easily. Figure 10 Enter number Numeric selection Track display Erase. Tip up on the center bar
hold. Skip quickly backward. Tip down on the center bar and hold. Select a track by Press in on the
center bar number. Move up or down to change to the first digit of the track number. Tip and hold to
skip more than one. Skip to the beginning of Tip down on the center bar the previous chapter.
Examples Include the Bose SA2 or SA3 amplifiers that connect to a variety of Bose indoor and
outdoor speakers.Or, to contact Bose directly, refer to the address list included in the carton with
your system.See your product registration card for details.
Please be sure to fill out the information section on the card and mail it to Bose. Failure to do so will
not affect your limited warranty. Technical information Remote control range 80 ft 24.4 m. We
delete comments that violate our policy, which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be
closed at any time at our discretion. Please try again.Please try again.This item is eligible for FREE
tech support for 90 days from the date of delivery. Over the phone or chat, our trained technicians
can help you set up, configure, connect, and troubleshoot so you can start enjoying your new

purchase. Get in touch with tech support by going to your Orders page, and clikcing on Get Product
Support. Learn more Amazon Business For businessonly pricing, quantity discounts and FREE
Shipping. Register a free business account Please try your search again later.A new, sleek center
channel speaker integrates with the latest flatpanel televisions. And a new, smaller hideaway
Acoustimass module produces the deep, powerful low notes that bring action scenes to life. It can
digitally store up to 200 hours of music, while the uMusic intelligent playback system learns your
taste in music.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead
of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether
the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please
try again later.It gives you the great quality of a movie theatre. Bose truly takes a state of the art in
entertainment systems to a different level.I have used a pair of bose 901 serie vi reflecting speakers,
and is the best you can get.Its 38 series and its awesome. I recommend both, the product and the
seller. Product was in the original box all sealed. Proprietary Videostage 5 decoding circuitry
delivers fivechannel surround sound from any source.
Link home networking Technology to connect compatible Bose products for a wholehome
entertainment solution. 5.1Channel Receiver Provides Dolby Digital and DTS 5.1 Channel Surround
Decoding, Digital Sound Field Processing and Cinema DSP surround technologies. Discrete
6Channel Line Input High quality performance today and ready for tomorrow, they can easily accept
the decoded output from any 5.1 channel surround system, whether its DTS, MPEG2, DVD Audio, or
a system not yet developed. Surround Modes Including Music, Cinema, and DSP programs. Digital
Sound Field Processing for music recreates the acoustic personalities of actual concert halls and
other venues. Cinema DSP Multiplies the effects of Dolby Pro Logic and DSP to provide the best
possible Pro Logic movie theater recreation in your home. TriField Processing DSP does the same
for Dolby Digital. Preset AM and FM Stations Up to 50 can be grouped in two groups. These
groupings make it easy for family members to easily access their favorite stations or to have musical
genres, such as all the jazz stations, grouped together. Progressive Video Processor Converts film
source signals to 480P output for reproduction of recorded information that is more faithful to
original; can convert interlaced to progressive scanning for exceptionally accurate 480P signal. Let
us know YOUR RECENTLY VIEWED ITEMS Browsing History ON Clear History Not responsible for
typographical or illustrative errors. Click here for more information on the types of cookies we use
and how to change your cookie settings. There may be a clear plastic strip protecting the switches.
You can remove the strip You will need to change the house code of the expansion remote to match
the system. Note The default house code setting is all squares in the down position Please feel free
to share additional comments below. Over the years the systems have changed in not only speaker
design but in features.
These systems have had built in radios; CD players; DVD players; iPod docks; to current systems that
have no internal media relying only on external sources.Some systems came with a CD magazine
that allowed it to store up to 6 CDs at a time. The music centers each came with a pair of analog
RCA connectors. Surround sound models made after 1999 came with a digital coax connection.The
Lifestyle 50 came with a touch screen RF remote and were Boses only systems that had 4zone
technology allowing up to 4 different sources being played in 4 different rooms.This system marked
a dramatic change from Boses previous Lifestyle systems in that it was sourceless, had no expansion
possibilities, and was Boses first system to include video inputs.Bose also added two new systems,
the 38 and the 48 using the AV38 and AV48 media centers, both with the ability to store music
uMusic.The only difference was a redesigned center channel, which was made horizontal, and an
Acoustimass bass module that was 30% smaller than its predecessor. The model lineup did not
change. The Lifestyle 18 system, while not discontinued, was not made public during this series.On
24 May 2010, Bose discontinued all but the Lifestyle 48 IV in the United States, and all but Lifestyle
38 IV and 48 IV in the rest of the world.In this manner, any Lifestyle system will sound the same in

any living room as the professional demonstration.There is also a wireless expansion option.
Listeners use a radio frequency remote to communicate back to the main system, thus allowing it to
control the volume and to select the audio source for that room.The 48 has the ability to store 340
hours of music, while the 38 can store 200.This allows the system to upconvert video signals
composite to Svideo, Svideo to component to deliver the highest quality signal a TV can accept.
According to Bose with this device you can choose whatever input your external components
support, connect it to the VS2, and have the Lifestyle system switch both the audio and video by
using your Lifestyle remote.The main difference of the systems are the speakers that they come
with. Consumers may add any source component including HDMIconnected HDDVD and Bluray Disc
players.They are capable of upconverting video from any of the four connected SVideo, composite,
and componentvideo sources to HDMI, and can upscale those sources to 1080p resolution. They
come with five fiber optic and RCA audio inputs with two digital coax audio inputs, one being
assignable. There is one HDMI 1.4a video output that scales input video up to 1080p output
resolution. They support three nonHDMI audio inputs optical, coax and RCA. The products support
DTS, Dolby Digital, Dolby TrueHD, DTSMA core and uncompressed multichannel PCM aka LPCM.
They also feature a USB jack for firmware updates and to view pictures, and a BoseLink in.It uses a
reverse lookup to recognize the remote of 3rd party products to program its own universal
remote.Once connected to the main system listeners use a local radio frequency remote to
communicate back to the main system thus allowing it to control the volume and to select the audio
source for that room.This is a list of systems powered by an included Bose made receiver, Retrieved
July 28, 2010. Our ADAPTiQ audio calibration system analyzes and adjusts your Lifestyle system to
account for unique room acoustics. The innovative uMusic system stores and organizes up to 200
hours of music, and you can hear that music in up to 14 additional rooms throughout your home with
Bose link. Its sound is just as if you were in a theater. Verisign. On Off Mute All Mute On Off Mute
All Mute. Input On Off. On OffStored TV. InputRubber feet for cube speakers. On Off. Note You may
need other cables and adapters to complete your home theater setup.
Bose recommends a maximum distance of 3 feet 1 m from the edge of the TV screen so that the
sound does not become too separated from the picture. You may wish to vary this distance based on
room conditions and personal preference. Center speaker placement. The center speaker sound
should seem to come directly from the center of the picture. Note For convenience, until your
system is completely installed, you may wish to place the media center where you have easy access
to its rear connection panel. Display window Make sure you can see this information while using
your system. English. Refer to the Bose address list included with your system.Speaker connections
to the Acoustimass module Left. Front speakers Center. Right. Surround speakers Left RightPower
adapter cordTo connect to this service, contact your cable TV provider for assistance. Note Make
sure that the cable radio installation includes a signal splitter so that only the FM radio band, not
the cable TV band, is received by the media center. Composite video connectionTurn the
Acoustimass module POWER switch to on.Power connection for the media center. Media center
power supply Be sure the power supply cord is fully extended; it serves as the remote control
antenna. DC power jack. Media center connection panel. Installing the remote control batteries.
ADAPTiQ calibration headset. EnglishUsing the AdaptiQ calibration headset. Test the sensor and
enable the feature. Cable TV, satellite, or antenna cable TVFigure 21. VCR connectionConnect the
VCR to the VIDEO IN jack on the media center. If that jack is unavailable, connect the VCR directly
to the TV. Component video connection. Note To make the connections shown in the diagram below,
you will need additional cables. Connecting a game console English. Connect a game console
directly to an available TV input. See Figure 24. Figure 24. Connecting a game console. See your
operating guide for instructions on using the system menus. Figure 27.
Digital audio and other media center panel connections. That is, the component is connected to the

media center, but placed where it cannot receive the IR signals from the media center. Before using
them, refer to instructions in your Operating Guide. Limited warranty. Please try again.Please try
your search again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.Bose link enables up to 14
additional rooms of sound, each with its own independent volumeand mute control Easy to enjoy and
loveIf you are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates through seller support
Amazon calculates a products star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data
average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are
from verified purchasers and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. My friends tell me one
word.its Bose.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again. Click here for more information
on the types of cookies we use and how to change your cookie settings. Just type your request
belowQuick tip Try searching for just one or two words e.g., connection help. View 1 video for the.
Bose Lifestyle 38 Series III below.VS2 end panelYour Media Center. PreparationSome states do. At
our option, we will repair or replace any legal remedy you may provide you may not apply to any
legal rights provided to Bose. How you by statute. IN NO EVENT SHALL BOSE BE LIABLE FOR
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGES.Audio steam and source in
use elsewhereSelect the stored source and turn on your stored music to another Bose.The following
terms are frequently used to search for Bose Lifestyle 38 Series III supportWhere To Find Them.
Klikk her for a se mer informasjon om hvilke typer informasjonskapsler vi bruker for a endre
informasjonskapselinnstillingene dine.
Setup disc 2 leads you through the ADAPTiQ audio calibration system process, which adjusts the
sound of the system to the acoustics of your listening area. The process takes approximately ten
minutes. During this time please try to eliminate any other sounds in the room that could interfere
with the acoustic measurements. If there is a component connected to the AUX inputs, temporarily
remove those connections Disc 2 will explain the remaining steps for you to follow Please save the
ADAPTiQ headset and discs. If you move any of the speakers or furniture, or if you move the system
to another room, you will want to perform the procedure again. This will be the same video input
that you use when viewing a DVD on the Bose system. To use the ADAPTiQ system again, you cannot
simply turn it back on; you must reinstall it using the ADAPTiQ discs included with the system.
Follow the first set of instructions above to reinstall the ADAPTiQ system Del gjerne ytterligere
kommentarer nedenfor. Terms of use.Expands to play audio in 14 extra rooms. AdaptIQ
automatically calibrates speakers for your room and speaker position. RF, not IR, remote. TVon
sensor. Onboard CD lookup. Must rip CDs from scratch cant transfer off PC. Unsuitable for big CD
collections. Only one playlist. No direct componentvideo output. No photo or video playback.
Expensive. Just add a TV set and the System 38 can be the hub of your music and video life. The
bundle includes five small Bose satellites and one honkingbig subwoofer. Too bad the rear Ethernet
jack hasnt been turned on. Its elegant and powerful, if you can get past the price. The System 38
would be just about perfect if Bose turned on the enticing Ethernet jack on the back of the system
unit to let you access the digital files on your PC. As of this writing, Bose didnt confirm plans to
activate the jack. The only thing missing is component video output, which is available indirectly
through an adapter cable to the SVideo jack.
The thoughtful touches start with setup and an automatic equalization of the speakers via a Bose
technology called AdaptIQ. Your only contribution to the process is wearing a wired headset
containing microphones not speakers that listen as the unit plays a series of test tones. Then theres
the 54button remote control, which uses radio frequency RF, not IR, so it can control the system
when youre one or two rooms removed. SEE ALSO The Best Media Streaming Devices for 2020 If
youre so inclined, the proprietary Bose Link lets you connect up to 14 other rooms with Bose audio
gear and listen to one of two audio sources. Audio information artist, track, and time shows up both
the on the media center receiver as well as on your TV. It also means you cant back up files though if
the drive does go south, Bose offers a harddrive repair program. Those are the only reasons—other

than the high price—that keep us from recommending the Lifestyle 38 unconditionally. This is how
home entertainment ought to be. He is also a contributing editor of PC Magazine. Bills articles on
PCs, notebooks, and printers have been cited five times in the annual Computer Press Association
Awards. He was named as one of the industrys ten most influential journalists from 1997 to 2000 by
Marketing Computers and is a frequent commentator on TV news and business shows as well as at
industry conventions. C lick here for more information on the types of cookies we use and how to
change your cookie settings. This simple automated process takes only 10 minutes see instructions
below.We also recommend experimenting with speaker placement and orientation to achieve the
sound most pleasing to you. We recommend this maximum distance so that the sound does not
become separated from the picture. We also suggest that the cubes should be at least 2 metres 6
feet apart from each other. You may wish to vary this distance based on room conditions and
personal preference.
Direct the other cube toward the wall or in a different direction to create reflected sound. For a
system featuring single cube speakers, direct each cube forward or in a different direction to create
reflected sound. The centre cable allows up to 6.1 metres 20 feet distance from the Acoustimass
module. For a cube array, direct each of the cubes slightly away from centre, to create a wider area
of direct sound. Placing speakers in an enclosed space can change the tonal quality of the sound.
This effect is minimised if the shelves are filled with books. Place them in the back half of your room.
The speakers should be placed at the listeners seated ear height or higher. Direct the cubes slightly
away from the listeners so that you cannot pinpoint the exact location of the sound source. The
surround cables allow up to 15.2 metres 50 feet distance from the Acoustimass module. Note To
avoid interference with the TV picture, place the Acoustimass module at least 60 cm 2 feet from the
TV. Do not allow furniture or curtains to block the ventilation openings of the module. Make sure
there is a gap of at least 5 cm 2 inches between any surface and the front opening or the grille on
the bottom For proper ventilation, place it on the long edge, with the connectors facing the floor. An
alternate position is on its largest side, with the bass and treble controls facing up. Do not place the
module on either end The rubber feet provide increased stability and protection from scratches The
slots on the end provide ventilation for the builtin electronic circuitry and should not be blocked. The
magnetic field from the Acoustimass module is not an immediate risk to your videotapes, audio tapes
and other magnetic media. However, you should not store tapes directly on or near the Acoustimass
module. If you move the speakers or Acoustimass module after running the ADAPTiQ audio
calibration system, youll need to rerun the systems second disc.
Begin disc 2 and put the headset on when prompted During this time there should not be any other
sounds in the room, as they could interfere with the setup Please feel free to share additional
comments below. Please be discreet. They could be your neighbors or someone you know. Do you
agree to keep the identity of these women a secret The women have requested that we not let those
younger than 18 contact them because of past rude behavior by younger men. Again, please keep
their identity a secret. Something went wrong. In good working order 180.00 0 bids or Best Offer
Ending Sunday at 315PM BST 4d 2h Collection in person Bose Lifestyle 48 5.1 Home Cinema
System. The Whole Package Incl. Remote, Manual,. 100.00 1 bid Ending Saturday at 110PM BST 3d
Collection in person Bose Lifestyle 600 home theater system WHITE 2,276.65 or Best Offer Only 1
left. In good working order 180.00 4d 2h Make offer Bose Lifestyle 5 System in Black. In good
working order Bose Lifestyle 48 5.1 Home Cinema System. Bose main dealer. 499.00 Make offer
Bose Lifestyle 48 5.1 Home Cinema System. Bose main dealer. Bose Lifestyle 18 Home Theater
System 225.00 2d 10h Make offer Bose Lifestyle 18 Home Theater System Bose Lifestyle T20 Home
Cinema surround Sound system 550.00 Make offer Bose Lifestyle T20 Home Cinema surround
Sound system BOSE Lifestyle 18 111 Home Entertainment System plus BOSE VS2 video enhancer
200.00 4d 6h Make offer BOSE Lifestyle 18 111 Home Entertainment System plus BOSE VS2 video
enhancer Bose Lifestyle 650 home theater system 2,903.32 Make offer Bose Lifestyle 650 home

theater system Bose Lifestyle 650 home theater system WHITE 2,903.32 Make offer Bose Lifestyle
650 home theater system WHITE Go to next slide Make an offer Make Home Cinema Great With
Bose Lifestyle Bose Lifestyle Home Cinema systems have been crafted to make a night in a lot more
fun, so the range includes everything you might need to turn your sofa into a front row cinema seat.
The wireless speakers in the Bose Lifestyle Home Cinema range recreate sounds with clarity and
precision, while the management console allows you to operate the cinema system via voice control.
The Lifestyle system also allows you to listen to a different audio source in every room via multiroom
individual playback, and you are sure to find the right system for your needs on eBay. Which
components are included. Each Bose Lifestyle cinema system has its own unique components, but
you can refer to the product descriptions for more detail. Generally, the systems will consist of
Console unit This unit controls the system and wireless speakers. Centre speaker module The
speaker that sits directly underneath your television. Speakers Each system comes with a different
number. Bass module This is the subwoofer module responsible for creating bass sounds. How do
you set up a wireless Bose Lifestyle Home Cinema system. Bose Home Cinema systems are designed
with ease of use in mind. Some of the systems in the range offer wireless speaker systems that can
be setup using the console unit of the system. Each Bose Lifestyle system may have a slightly
different procedure, so refer to the manufacturers instructions. Does the system feature auto
calibration Yes. The systems make use of proprietary ADAPTIQ technology to optimise sound
settings in accordance with the size and shape of your room. ADAPTIQ can even take the location
and shape of your furniture into account when autoadjusting sound settings. ADAPTIQ can be
activated via the system remote control or through the smartphone application. Which systems are
available in the range.Some of these include Bose Lifestyle SoundTouch 535 Easy to set up, this
system offers an immerse audio experience. Bose Lifestyle 650 Comes with a 360degree output and
a 21inch centre channel speaker. Bose Lifestyle v35 The Acoustimass module delivers a full range of
sound and effects. Content provided for informational purposes only.

